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	Name: 
	Level: 1
	Charisma: 2
	Cha Defense: 9
	Agility: 1
	Perception: 2
	Expertise: 2
	Resilience: 2
	Max Hit: 12
	Current Hit: 
	Pwr Activation 1: Power Check vs. target’s Body (held item uses holder’s Strength Defense)
	Pwr Activation 2: free
	Pwr Target 1: Any non-living, unattended object weighing less than 30 lb. that fits in a 2’ cube
	Pwr Target 2: one object within range
	Pwr Range 1: 30 ft
	Pwr Range 2: 30 ft
	Pwr Duration 1: Instantaneous
	Pwr Duration 2: continuous once activated
	Gear: notebook
tool kit

	Pwr Desc 1: You control small objects from a distance.
	Pwr Desc 2: You speak to the spirits of inanimate objects to learn things.
	Pwr Name 1: Puppeteer
	Pwr Name 2: Speak With Objects
	Pwr Type 1: Minor
	Pwr Type 2: Minor
	Pwr Rank 1: 1
	Pwr Rank 2: 1
	Pwr Effect 1: You move the unattended object up to 30’, cause it to “activate/deactivate”, or otherwise influence it in subtle ways.
	Pwr Effect 2: You ask one question of a simple, natural object. This object must be naturally occurring, such as a rock or tree. The object’s spirit answers you psychically, projecting its answer into your mind. Its answer is always simple and appropriate to the type of object it is and what it can “see” or “know.” For example, the spirit of a tree knows what has happened around it but not what happened further into the forest. It might speak of days/ months/years in terms of sunrises/moon-circles/winters.
	Pwr Boosts 1: Steal Boost: You can target objects held by another character. Getting the object out of their hands requires a Power Check vs. the target’s Strength Defense.
Weight Boost: The object can weigh up to 60 lb.
Dance Boost: The object dances erratically for three rounds, even if you have moved out of range
	Pwr Boosts 2: Complex Object Boost (M): You can speak to a more complex man-made object that has moving parts, like a pistol or a motorcycle. 
Corpse Boost (M): The object may be a dead body. If it’s a human body, it has the personality it had in life and might need to be convinced to cooperate. 
Simple Object Boost (M): You can speak to a simple, man-made object with no moving parts, like a ceramic bowl or metal hammer.
	Body: 8
	Mind: 9
	Speed: 30
	Moxie: 
	Strength: 3
	Skills: fisticuffs
melee weapons
athletics
	Description: Muscular and physically fit. 
	Background: Came from the old country with nothing, but lack of work turned you to crime.
	Mannerism: Likes to use flowery speech and big words.
	Identity: Sidekick: You have a friend you support. Gain Moxie when your friend succeeds with your help.
	Text Field 13: Best Friend: You're close friends with someone and would lay down your life for them.
	Text Field 14: Reckless: you take huge risks without thinking
	Agi Defense: 8
	Per Defense: 9
	Exp Defense: 9
	Res Defense: 9
	Str Defense: 10
	Weapon 1: brass knuckles
	Weap DMG 1: color +1
	Weap Range 1: 
	Weapon 2: club
	Weap DMG 2: suit
	Weap Range 2: 
	Weapon 3: 
	Weap DMG 3: 
	Weap Range 3: 


